
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

SCI-Arc Presents David Eskenazi:
A House-Bath Appearing Twice, Crudely

October 20 - December 15

Los Angeles, CA (October 2, 2023) – SCI-Arc is proud to present A House-Bath Appearing
Twice, Crudely, a new exhibition by design faculty and architect David Eskenazi (M.Arch '13).
Building upon Eskenazi’s last five years of practice—which researched crude material behaviors
and their digital twins, bathing culture and building maintenance, and an ongoing call for weaker
models—A House-Bath Appearing Twice, Crudely is a show about being on both sides of the
problem. The exhibition explores how our relationship with architecture, including its materials
and model-making processes, shapes our understanding of society, culture, ethics, and
ourselves. It’s a vulnerable position, really, to be both right and wrong. Everyone can see our
weaknesses and our aspirations laid bare. The exhibition will be on view from October 20 -
December 15, 2023 at the SCI-Arc Gallery (960 East 3rd Street 90013) with an opening
reception on Friday, October 20 at 6pm. Further details are available on the official event page
here.

For the exhibition, Eskenazi presents an installation of two side-by-side instances of a
three-stepped structure model constructed twice. One is a 12-foot, frame and panel assembly
with graphic coding, made from kraft paper water bags, fiberglass, and nylon. The second

https://www.sciarc.edu/events/exhibitions/david-eskenazi-a-house-bath-appearing-twice-crudely


structure—constructed from painter’s tape and rosin paper—echoes a traditional architectural
study model, but enlarged to human-scale; this model similarly slumps down. Signs of
architectural crudeness—leaks, stains, gaps, slumps, even yellowing and taping—proliferate
indiscriminately. Alone, they’re craft-like and uncared for. Together, consistently deployed, each
crude instance is buffed into a vulnerable sketch of likeness, if not strength. We may disagree
whether the model’s double appearance suggests strong opposites or near copies, but it’s trivial
anyway. A double appearance reminds us that we don’t inhabit singular identities. We can be
more than one thing at once.

Stories about doubles abound: the doppelgänger, the simulacrum, the reflection cast from the
water’s surface, or Eve herself. Give the narrative a slight nudge and suddenly it’s not merely a
copy but an argumentative binary. In architectural terms, we compare the beautiful against the
ordinary, art against craft, new to familiar, responsibility versus indulgence. Where would we be
without the filtering parables of right and wrong?

About David Eskenazi
David Eskenazi leads d.esk, a practice based in Los Angeles that designs buildings,
installations, and objects, with completed projects in California, Mexico, and the American
Midwest. d.esk’s work has been exhibited at venues that include the Cooper Union, Harvard
University, the Architecture and Design Museum, and Yale University, amongst more than fifteen
public installations and exhibitions.

In addition to the design practice, David pursues research through teaching and writing; he’s
published work in journals including Log, Project, Disc, Offramp, and Pidgin. The research
begins with open-ended inquiry centered on long-standing conundrums about conceiving
architectural form. These ambitions characterize David’s teaching at the Southern California
Institute of Architecture (SCI-Arc), where he is a full-time Faculty leading design studios and
seminars.

David received a Bachelor of Architecture from Carnegie Mellon University and a Master of
Architecture from SCI-Arc, where he graduated with distinction. He’s a recipient of the
Architectural League of New York’s 2020 Young Architects Prize and is a MacDowell Fellow.
David was previously the Oberdick Fellow at the University of Michigan Taubman College and
the LeFevre Fellow at the Ohio State University’s Knowlton School of Architecture.

Address
960 East 3rd Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Exhibition Hours
10am – 6pm daily

https://d-esk.net


About SCI-Arc
Located in downtown Los Angeles, SCI-Arc is a world-renowned center of innovation and one
of the nation’s few independent architecture schools, offering undergraduate, graduate, and
postgraduate programs. We are dedicated to educating architects who will imagine and shape
the future.

The school is located in a quarter-mile-long former freight depot in the Arts District of Los
Angeles. It is distinguished by the vibrant atmosphere of its studios, which provide students
with a uniquely inspiring environment in which to study architecture and design.

An integral part of the emerging cultural hub of a city with a tradition of architectural
experimentation, SCI-Arc is devoted to finding radically new responses to the real needs and
aspirations of today’s world.

SCI-Arc offers students a unique experience as they pursue their degrees. Our approximately
500 students and 80 faculty members—most of the latter practicing architects—work together
in a fluid, nonhierarchical manner to rethink assumptions, create, explore, and test the limits of
architecture.
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